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Listing description
Clone Connect is a platform that holds high-quality clone growers accountable with ratings and
reviews for the end-user. We connect cloners with vetted buyers and currently have inventory
in every California cannabis city.
Growing cannabis plants requires your time, money and resources. This is why Clone Connect
understands the importance of acquiring the exact strain type you’ve ordered and that it is
bug/mold/mite free.
We make it easy for you:
Search for your desired strain and we’ll match you with growers near you that we’ve
personally vetted to ensure their grow operations are legitimate and you’ll get exactly what
you’re looking for
Check the grower’s ratings, read their reviews, and choose the best grower for your specific
needs
Check out using our safe & secure payment system. Make a small deposit and then pay the
balance in cash to your grower upon delivery. Clone Connect will contact you in 24 hours with
the logistics of your purchase.

Information
Telephone: 9168368776
web site: https://cloneconnect.org/
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Address
915 L St Ste C 239 Sacramento, California, United States 95814
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